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Sunny greetings from Anklam
Dear reader,

the year proceeds quickly, summer is at its best and also at Anklam Extrakt a lot has
been going on:

In this newsletter we would like to draw your attention on our new certifications, which
are of great  importance especially for our customers in the food industry. Suitably in
addition, we would like to introduce to you some of our new food extracts and – as usual
our plant of the month – the elder.

 

The team from Anklam Extrakt Team whishes you a splendid summer.

 // Kosher-Certificate

After having been awarded with the GMP- and the
HACCP-certificate, Anklam Extrakt is now also
HALAL and Kosher certified. The „HALAL“ certificate
labels foods, cosmetics and other consumer goods,
which are unobjectionable pure and therewith allowed
from the islamic point of view. The Kosher-Certificate
records nourishments which are appropriate
according to the Kashrut principles.

Here you can learn more about our new certifications.

 // New food extracts

Next to health, convenience and sustainability,
naturalness and „clean labels“ are important trends in
the food sector.

„Food has to taste good, otherwise it is not percieved
high-quality.“ This is what 96 % of consumers say
according to the consumer study „Customer’s choice“.

Black tea, green tea and fruit tea extracts are popular
ingredients for numerous products. Our premium
extracts, which are particularly produced for the food
industry, distinguish themselves by their especially
good taste and their outstanding solubility. Therefor
these products are ideally suited for the usage in
functional beverages, sweets and milk products.

Our standard product range covers:
 Rooibus, rosehip, chamomile, cinnamon, lemon

grass, gingko, hibiscus, peppermint, thyme, ginger,
balck tea and green tea, elder blossom and elderberry
extract.

For more informaton, please contact Mr. Christian
Anton from our food department:

 christian.anton@anklam-extrakt.de
 Tel.: +49 9131 925 585

The elder (sambucus) is a genus of the moschatel
family (adoxaceae). „Mother Hulda’s bush“ is said to
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 // The elder

have magical powers. Hippocrates compared  the
plant, which is indigenous in Middle Europe, to a
medicine cabinet whit doors opening twice a year:

In spring the elder has bright white blossoms, which
are considered to be a natural all-round medication
with pleasant effects for rheumatism, gout, fiber or
even insomnia.

In autumn the elderberries are maturing. The black
fruits are rich in vitamin c which is why the juice is
highly recommended for coughs and sneezes.

Not only is the elder well known for its functional
effects, but also for its taste. It is used for  beverage
concentrates, herbal or ice teas, soft drinks, energy
drinks and others.
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